
 

 

 

CLASS – VI 
 
English       Date:-17/04/2020 
 
 
1  Watch the video of 'Subject and Predicate' uploaded on 'e- learning 
platform' of Optimum International School and note down important points. 
 
2 Match the solutions of the textbook exercises given in previous homework 
'The Sentence'. 
 
Exercise A 
1 ✓ 
2 × 
3 × 
4 ✓ 
5 × 
6 ✓ 
7 × 
8 × 
9 × 
10 ✓ 
 
Exercise B  
1 Our football coach will go to Russia in December. 
 2 Who turned off the TV? 
3 The girl riding the yellow bicycle is Amisha. 
4 Who brought the crystal vase on the shelf? 
5 Call the electrician tomorrow to fix the fan in the bedroom. 
6 This statue of a dancing woman is four hundred years old. 
7 How marvellous the new sea-bridge is! 
8 Could you get me a school atlas from the bookstore on Patel Road? 



 

 

9 What is the name of your pet parrot? 
10 Children below 12 are not allowed in the magic show. 
 
Exercise C 
Sentence 1 - Interrogative 
Sentence 2 - Declarative  
Sentence 3 - Exclamatory 
Sentence 4 -Imperative 
Sentence 5 - Imperative 
Sentence 6 - Interrogative 
Sentence 7- Declarative 
Sentence 8 - Interrogative 
Sentence 9 - Exclamatory 
Sentence 10 -Declarative  
1 How many times have you travelled by sea? 
2 I was on a ship in 1989. 
3 What a great experience it was! 
4 Please put away these cartons. 
5 Bring your crafts workbook tomorrow. 
6 Where is Murshidabad located? 
7 Sending an e mail is easier than writing a letter. 
8 Who is the first woman to fly an aeroplane? 
9 How cruel it is to make children work in factories! 
10 A kingfisher lays upto 10 eggs at a time. 
 
Exercise D 
1 When will you pack your bag?/Will you pack your bag after breakfast? 
2 How wide is it? 
3 Who brought fire to the earth from heaven?/What did Prometheus bring to 
the earth from heaven?/From where did Prometheus bring fire to the earth ? 
4 Why can't you close this window ? 
5 Who is Anshuman Ram ? 
6 Whose mobile phone is this? 
7 How many birds are there in the picture? 
8 Where did you go last evening ?/What did you do last evening? 
9 Where is Rafiq's house? 
10 When will this train reach Dehradun? 
 
Exercise E There can be multiple correct answers. 
Suggested answers: 



 

 

1 Shoaib,please turn off the lights in the bedroom. 
2 Don't touch with wet hands! 
3 Please enter your password to log in. 
4 Run fast! 
5 Paste your photograph here. 
6 Please through litter in the dustbin. 
7 In case of emergency call 101. 
8 Add ginger. 
 
Exercise F 
1 How tiny the tadpoles are! 
2 How silly painting an ice cube is! 
3 What an amazing sight the Grand Canyon in America is! 
4 What a wonderful fielder Kuldeep Basu is! 
5 How fluffy the socks Rohini knits are! 
6 How dangerous it is to play with fire crackers! 
7 How smelly the rotten meat is! 
8 What a talented chess player Rina Naidu is! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**Link of Optimum Online E-Learning Platform:- www.optimumschool.net/online 
In case of any query call at +91-9818033213 


